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1 Introduction 

1.1 Activity Overview 
Activity Name: USAID/Cambodia–All Children Learning 
Activity Start Date and End 
Date: 

10/03/2018–07/10/2021 

Funding Source (Specify 
USAID/Washington or the 
USAID Mission): 

USAID/Cambodia 

Lead at USAID Mission, if 
applicable: 

Sereisatya Ros/John Collins 

Contract Number: AID-OAA-I-14-00044/72044218F00002 
Activity Lead: Claire Wyatt 
Name of Subcontractors: World Education, Room to Read, Save the Children 
Geographic Coverage (cities 
and or countries): 

Cambodia  

1.2 Background 
The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) launched the All Children 
Reading–Cambodia project in 2017 to help improve the early grade reading (EGR) skills of 
children in Cambodia. The project was designed to complement the Ministry of Education, 
Youth and Sport’s (MoEYS’s) activities planned under a grant from the Global Partnership 
for Education (GPE). It would support the development and piloting of the Khmer language 
component of a national early grade learning (EGL) program that was initially to be 
implemented in five provinces with the combination of USAID and GPE funding. The 
MoEYS, with support of other partners, would develop the mathematics component of the 
EGL program. The initial funding for All Children Reading–Cambodia came through the 
larger All Children Reading–Asia contract managed by RTI International, awarded and 
overseen by USAID/Washington.  
In September 2018, additional resources were made available through the 
USAID/Cambodia–All Children Learning award to enable the MoEYS to implement the EGL 
program in additional schools, as well as to build MoEYS capacity to scale up the program 
(particularly the Khmer language component). The project activities draw from the two 
funding sources (All Children Learning and All Children Reading–Cambodia). Both sources 
are managed by RTI International and have the same overall goal to increase learning 
outcomes in the early grades. The two projects and staff teams are henceforth referred to 
simply as All Children Reading–Cambodia. This is how the projects are referred to 
externally, to build on the work the project has done so far to establish relationships and 
understanding of USAID’s contribution to the sector, as well as to minimize confusion with 
the MoEYS and other partners. 
However, this report is specifically to meet the contractual requirements of 
USAID/Cambodia–All Children Learning. Activities funded under the USAID/Cambodia–All 
Children Learning are reported to allow the Cambodia Mission to monitor progress and 
approve updates to plans for that award only. Given that these activities are closely related 
to the project’s activities funded through the All Children Reading–Asia award and 
USAID/Washington, those are also described here to give the full picture of the work being 
performed by the project team. Reporting on activities supported through All Children 
Reading–Asia is for information only. The Task Order Contracting Officer’s Representative 
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for All Children Reading–Asia will also review the report and provide separate approval of 
those activities. 
When references are made specifically to funding sources, and an activity is purely funded 
through the All Children Reading–Asia award, this is noted as: All Children Reading. 

1.3 Activity Description 
All Children Reading–Cambodia is assisting the MoEYS, its development partners (DPs), 
and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) to develop a more harmonized approach to 
early grade reading. It is helping to coordinate and support the development of a rigorous, 
practical, scalable, and inclusive intervention for Khmer language for upper-pre-school and 
grades 1 and 2. It was designed to directly fund implementation of the EGL program in at 
least two provinces, including Khmer language for upper-pre-school and grades 1 and 2; this 
currently includes Kampong Thom and Kampot. It is also supporting the MoEYS to develop 
a plan for scaling the program nationally and building capacity within the MoEYS to 
implement that plan. As part of these efforts, it is supporting the MoEYS to mobilize 
resources within the public and private sectors for inclusive early grade learning.  
The overall objective of All Children Reading–Cambodia is to improve EGL instruction with 
the goal of increasing the learning outcomes of primary students with and without disabilities. 

1.4 Summary of Activities by Result Area 
Table 1 below provides a quick summary overview of all project activities as of the end of 
Quarter (Q) 2, fiscal year (FY) 2020, and classifies them as either yet to be started, ongoing, 
or completed. The table is intended as a snapshot of project progress. The table also shows 
whether the activity is funded through USAID/Washington’s All Children Reading (ACR)–
Asia mechanism, or through USAID/Cambodia–All Children Learning (ACL). 
More detailed discussion of activities carried out in Q2 is provided in Section 2.2 of this 
report. Annex A is this quarter’s success story; Annex B reports on progress by indicator; 
Annex C is the timeline of activities as originally planned in the FY2020 Annual Work Plan. 
This report does not include the usual annexes of in-person, project-sponsored events and 
international travel as these activities have been temporarily put on hold during the 
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic.  

Table 1. Overview of Activities and Progress by Result 

 
Funding 
source  

Expected 
time frame Status 

Result 1: The MoEYS has the tools to improve inclusive, evidenced-based early grade literacy instruction 

Sub-Result 1.1: The student and teacher resources and materials necessary for an inclusive evidence-based 
literacy program for upper pre-school, grade 1, and grade 2 are developed 
1.1.1 Work with MoEYS and NGO partners to create the remaining core 
instructional materials for grade 2, semester 2 ACR Q1–Q2 Complete 

1.1.2 Create cross-curricular reading materials and leveled reading 
books for grade 2 ACR Q1–Q2 

Complete, 
(additional 
titles being 

created) 
1.1.3 Update the grade 1, semester 2 teaching and learning material 
(TLM) following the first year of implementation ACL Q1–Q2 Complete 

1.1.4 Make final revisions to grade 1 TLM, semester 1 ACL Q3–4 Ongoing 
1.1.5 Make final revisions to grade 2 TLM, semester 1 ACL Q3–4 Ongoing 
1.1.6 Make final revisions to pre-school TLM ACL Q3–4 Ongoing 
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Funding 
source  

Expected 
time frame Status 

1.1.7 Work with the MoEYS on handover and storage of final files and 
printing specifications for all TLM  ACL Q3 into 

FY21 Ongoing 

Sub-Result 1.2: The training content and materials, coaching, and teacher support tools necessary for the 
implementation of the inclusive evidence-based literacy program for upper pre-school, grade 1, and grade 2 
are developed  

1.2.1 Assist the MoEYS in creating the grade 2 teacher professional 
development materials, incorporating inclusive education strategies (for 
remaining workshops) 

ACR Q1–Q4 

Complete 
for Version 

(V)1 (V2) 
ongoing) 

1.2.2 Continue to refine tools and resources for training and supporting 
teachers for grade 1 ACL Q1–Q4 

Complete 
for V2 (V3 
ongoing) 

1.2.3 Continue to refine tools and resources for training and supporting 
teachers for pre-school ACL Q1–Q4 Ongoing 

1.2.4 Develop a report on classroom-based student learning 
assessment ACL Q1 & Q4 Ongoing 

1.2.5 Continue to develop disability screening tools, guidelines, and 
materials on processes for referral, and related training ACR Q1–Q3 Complete 

Sub-Result 1.3: Pre-service Khmer language modules on teaching and assessment in primary grades are 
developed 
1.3.1 Assist the MoEYS to develop pre-service modules for 12+4 - 
Khmer language teaching in lower primary ACL Q1 Complete 

1.3.2 Assist the MoEYS to develop pre-service modules for 12+4 - 
Upper primary ACL Q1 into 

FY21 Ongoing 

1.3.3 Assist the MoEYS to develop pre-service modules for 12+4 - 
Assessment in Khmer language education  ACL Q4 into 

FY2021 Not started 

1.3.4 Assist the MoEYS to develop pre-service training materials for 
12+2 for lower primary Khmer language (including assessment) ACL Q1 into 

FY2021 Ongoing 

Sub-Result 1.4: Adapted versions of materials for use with students with visual or auditory disabilities are 
developed 
1.4.1 Develop braille versions of early grade Khmer materials for use in 
special schools ACL Q1–Q2 Complete 

1.4.2 Develop adapted versions of early grade Khmer materials for use 
with children learning in Cambodian Sign Language (CSL), for use in 
special schools and/or other settings 

ACL Q1 Complete 

1.4.3 Large print "easy-to-read" versions of student supplementary 
materials are developed to support students with low vision, who are 
hard of hearing, or have unidentified difficulties with learning 

ACL Q1, Q3–4 Ongoing 

1.4.4 Video versions of cross-curricular reading books with CSL and 
audio are developed ACL Q1, Q4 Ongoing 

Result 2: Strengthened partnerships that promote collaboration, coordination, and synergies between 
partners supporting inclusive early grade learning 
Sub-Result 2.1: Enhanced coordination and communication among the MoEYS’s implementing partners 
2.1.1 Maintain mechanisms for continued coordination and 
communication ACR FY2020 & 

FY2021 Ongoing 

2.1.2 Continue to support the use of harmonized Early Grade Reading 
Assessment (EGRA) tools among the MoEYS’s implementing partners ACL Q1–2, Q3 Postponed 

Sub-Result 2.2: The adoption of the MoEYS EGL program by other actors, including NGOs and DPs, is 
promoted 
2.2.1 Provide assistance to NGOs or other organizations interested in 
using the EGR package in schools and communities that they support ACL FY2020 & 

FY2021 Ongoing 

Sub-Result 2.3: Increased engagement with parents and caregivers, community members, and the private 
sector to promote inclusive early grade learning  
2.3.1 Finalize a detailed work plan for partnership and communications 
activities in collaboration with the MoEYS ACL Q1 Complete 

2.3.2 Promote visibility of and mobilize support for the MoEYS inclusive 
EGR program among families, schools, MoEYS staff, NGOs, and the 
private sector 

ACL FY2020 & 
FY2021 Ongoing 
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Funding 
source  

Expected 
time frame Status 

2.3.3 Promote attitudes and behaviors that increase access to quality 
early grade literacy education for children with disabilities ACL FY2020 & 

FY2021 Ongoing 

Sub-Result 2.4: Strengthened public and private resources and services to support the scale-up of the 
inclusive EGL program and in particular the literacy component 

2.4.1 Cultivate and engage private-sector and resource partners to 
increase the resource envelope available to support EGR at scale  ACL FY2020 & 

FY2021  Ongoing 

Result 3: The MoEYS is supported to develop and implement a plan for piloting and scaling up a coordinated 
and harmonized, inclusive, evidence-based MoEYS national EGL program that is feasible, practical, and 
scalable 
Sub-Result 3.1: The EGL program is implemented with direct support from the project (materials, training, and 
coaching) in at least two provinces to improve instruction and student outcomes 
3.1.1 Work with the MoEYS to support the implementation of the pilot of 
the early grade literacy program in Kampong Thom Province, with some 
support to Siem Reap Province  

ACR Q1–Q4 Ongoing 

3.1.2 Work with the MoEYS to support the implementation of the 
literacy program in Kampot Province, with some support to the new 
GPE-funded provinces  

ACL Q1–4 Ongoing 

3.1.3 Support implementation in practice schools in Phnom Penh and 
Battambang for teacher education college (TEC) students to gain 
exposure and experience 

ACL Q1–Q3 Ongoing 

3.1.4 Support implementation in Kep (USAID funded) and a third round 
of provinces (using the MoEYS and other funding sources) ACL Q3 into 

FY2021 Not started 

3.1.5 Support implementation of the EGR in provincial teacher training 
colleges (PTTCs) (and connected practice schools) across the country ACL Q3 into 

FY2021 Not started 

3.1.6 Pilot strategies that schools and their communities can use to 
assure greater access to education for children with disabilities ACR Q1–Q4 Ongoing 

Sub-Result 3.2: The adapted EGR program is implemented in the MoEYS’s five special schools 
3.2.1 Train and support teachers in five special schools  ACL Q1–Q4 Ongoing 
Sub-Result 3.3: Strengthened education systems and support mechanisms that enable the MoEYS to scale up 
and implement the inclusive EGL program 
3.3.1 Continue to build the capacity of MoEYS colleagues working on 
curriculum, student and teacher materials, and teacher professional 
development materials 

Costs 
under 

Result 1 

FY2020 & 
FY2021 Ongoing 

3.3.2 Continue to develop the capacity of provincial and district offices 
of education and PTTC colleagues involved in teacher training and 
ongoing teacher support 

ACL FY2020 & 
FY2021 Ongoing 

3.3.3 Assure the participation of MoEYS colleagues at all levels in 
regular, ongoing reflection and learning regarding program 
implementation 

Split 
according 
to location 

FY2020 & 
FY2021 Ongoing 

Sub-Result 3.4: Strengthened assessment systems that track student learning  
3.4.1 Support the Education Quality Assurance Department (EQAD) to 
analyze and present the results of grade 3 national assessments  ACL Q1–Q2 Ongoing 

3.4.2 Provide some limited support to EQAD with the planning and 
execution of the grade 6 national assessment data collection, analysis, 
and presentation of results  

ACL Q3–Q4 Not started 

3.4.3 Support the MoEYS and partners to develop and use tools that 
can assess the literacy skills of children with disabilities (adapted 
EGRA)  

ACL Q1–Q4 Ongoing 

Sub-Result 3.5: Strengthened MoEYS capacity to effectively plan, manage, implement, and monitor inclusive 
early grade learning and develop relevant and responsive education policies for children with disabilities 
3.5.1 Continue to support the development and implementation of an 
EGR National Action Plan including a costed scale-up plan ACL Q1–Q3 Ongoing 

3.5.2 Contribute evidence to inform the development of the MoEYS’s 
inclusive EGL policies and strategies ACL FY2020 & 

FY2021 Ongoing 
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2 Implementation Progress: April–June 2020 
This section summarizes the active tasks throughout the quarter (FY2020, Q3) and lists the 
anticipated tasks for the coming quarter. Opportunities and constraints are also discussed 
for each of the ongoing activities. Any changes in key personnel or reallocation of level of 
effort within an activity are documented. 

2.1 Overview of Q3, FY2020 
As detailed in the previous quarterly report, schools in Cambodia closed in March 2020, due 
to the global COVID-19 pandemic. Schools remained closed throughout Q3, and these 
closures and the associated consequence of the closures continued to have a significant 
impact on the work of the project team throughout this period. The project team began 
working remotely toward the end of March, until June 15, when a phased reopening of the 
office began. While many of the activities planned for this quarter (including updates of 
existing TLM and development of new materials; procurements to prepare for the 2020–
2021 school year) were able to take place while staff were working remotely, the project also 
undertook numerous additional activities. The team continued to support distance learning 
efforts including the development and distribution of online and paper-based materials and 
provision of guidance to parents. Technical staff began to develop plans to adjust workshop 
content so it could be delivered in smaller groups by larger numbers of trainers, and if 
needed, more materials could be shared and used online.  
At the time of writing this report, there have been no new reported cases of COVID-19 being 
transmitted within Cambodia since April. There are only three active reported cases in the 
country, all of which were detected through testing on entry to Cambodia from overseas. 
However, it is not yet clear when government schools will reopen. A small number of private 
international schools have been approved to reopen, and the MoEYS has indicated after 
evaluating this experience that the next phase will include opening “medium-standard” 
schools, followed by “minimum standard schools.” There has been no official decision about 
whether, when schools reopen, students will receive instruction for the second semester of 
their current grade, or whether they progress to the next grade (potentially after sitting an 
exam). This has meant that planning for the new school year has been challenging, and the 
project team has been preparing for both possible scenarios.  
The first scenario, which seems most likely at present, is that students may return to school 
for a period to complete the current (2019–2020) school year, and the next (2020–2021) 
school year will be delayed. It is difficult to predict dates of this, but given the phased 
approach, it seems unlikely that it will happen before November. If schools return to 
Semester 2 in November 2020 (or before), the project will provide training to all target 
teachers in both provinces (pre-school and grade 1 in Kampot and grade 2 in Kampong 
Thom), before beginning work to prepare for the next school year. It is expected that this 
second semester might be shortened, with the new school year perhaps beginning early 
2021. To prepare for this scenario, and in light of the Advancing Basic Education (ABE)-ACR 
Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity extension, the project submitted a request for a no-cost 
extension to the ACL contract to enable the project to support activities throughout 2021. It is 
expected that these activities can be completed under the current ceiling for ACL (assuming 
there will be a further obligation of funding in the next FY). The anticipated indicative timeline 
under the extension is outlined in Figure 1 below. 
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Figure 1. Anticipated timeline in contract extension request 
 

Oct-
Dec 
2020 

Jan- 
Mar 
2021 

Apr-
Jun 
2021 

Jul-
Sep 
2021 

Oct-
Dec 
2021 

Jan 
2022 

Support to Kampong Thom and Kampot to implement 
the program during the current school year 

      

Support to Kampot (and GPE-funded provinces) to 
implement grade 2 of the program 

      

Support expansion of the program in 20 new districts:  
• Kep 
• 12 districts with teacher training institutions  
• 7 districts implemented by grantees 

      

Conduct assessments for the project impact 
evaluation  

      

Analyze assessment data and complete the final 
impact evaluation report 

      

 
However, it is still possible that the MoEYS may decide to start the new (2020–2021) school 
year in November as planned, and therefore the project has continued to put the necessary 
subcontracts and sub-grants in place and begin to procure the TLM for Semester 1 of the 
new school year.  

2.2 Accomplishments in Q3 by Result 

Result 1: The MoEYS has the tools to improve inclusive, evidenced-based 
early grade literacy instruction  

Tasks Ongoing/Completed in Q3 
Table 2 provides the set of tasks that, in the annual work plan, we listed as anticipated for 
Q3 of FY2020. A quick overview of which of those anticipated tasks were accomplished is 
presented here, with further discussion on each activity after the table. 

Table 2. Status of Tasks Under Result 1 Planned for Q3 from Joint Annual 
Work Plan 

Tasks 

Expected 
time 

frame Status 

1.1.2 Create cross-curricular reading materials and leveled reading books for grade 2 Q1–Q2 

Complete, 
(additional 
titles being 

created) 
1.1.4 Make final revisions to grade 1 TLM, semester 1 Q3–4 Ongoing 

1.1.5 Make final revisions to grade 2 TLM, semester 1 Q3–4 Ongoing 

1.1.6 Make final revisions to pre-school TLM Q3–4 Ongoing 
1.1.7 Work with the MoEYS on handover and storage of final files and printing 
specifications for all TLM  

Q3 into 
FY21 Ongoing 

Additional activity: Development of distance learning booklets for pre-school, grade 1 and 2 Q3 Complete 
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Tasks 

Expected 
time 

frame Status 

1.2.1 Assist the MoEYS in creating the grade 2 teacher professional development 
materials, incorporating inclusive education strategies (for remaining workshops) Q1–Q4 

Complete 
for V1 (V2 
ongoing) 

1.2.2 Continue to refine tools and resources for training and supporting teachers for grade 
1 Q1–Q4 

Complete 
for V2 (V3 
ongoing) 

1.2.3 Continue to refine tools and resources for training and supporting teachers for pre-
school Q1–Q4 Ongoing 

1.2.5 Continue to develop disability screening tools, guidelines, and materials on 
processes for referral, and related training Q1–Q3 Complete 

1.3.2 Assist the MoEYS to develop pre-service modules for 12+4 - Upper primary Q1 into 
FY2021 Ongoing 

1.3.4 Assist the MoEYS to develop pre-service training materials for 12+2 for lower primary 
Khmer language (including assessment) 

Q1 into 
FY2021 Ongoing 

1.4.3 Large print "easy-to-read" versions of student supplementary materials are 
developed to support students with low vision, who are hard of hearing, or have 
unidentified difficulties with learning 

Q1, Q3–4 Ongoing 

 

Sub-Result 1.1: The student and teacher resources and materials necessary for an 
inclusive evidence-based literacy program for upper pre-school, grade 1, and grade 2 
are developed  
Activity 1.1.2 Create cross-curricular reading materials and leveled reading books for grade 2 

 This quarter the project began work to 
illustrate the 45 new leveled reading books. 
These books are simple pattern books, written 
to support grade 2 students to build fluency, 
many of which also can be used with grade 1 
students. Many of the titles include the 
characters (both human and animal) from the 
decodable stories in the supplementary 
student books to help reinforce and support 
those lessons, while also promoting reading 
for pleasure. The goal is that they can be 
printed in compilations, together with the 
pattern books, with 25 titles in one volume, 
making 3 volumes each with a total of 25 
stories. Volumes 1 and 2 are decodable in 
grade 1, and volume 3 in grade 2. The books 
will also be formatted as individual books for 
NGOs and private partners to print and sell if 
desired in that format, as well as used as 
single titles on social media (see Result 2 for 
more details).  
The project team has been managing the 
illustration of 15 titles directly. At the end of 
the quarter, 14 titles have been completed. 
The Asia Foundation is coordinating 
illustration of the remaining 30 of these titles 

and during this quarter conducted an illustrators workshop online, with input from project 

 
An illustration from one of the new stories, 

featuring Koko the frog, the Komar Rien Komar 
Cheh mascot 
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staff. All titles are expected to be completed in Q4 ready for printing and distribution in the 
new school year.  
Activity 1.1.4 Make final revisions to grade 1 TLM, semester 1 

The final revisions to the supplementary student books for both semesters were completed 
this quarter (rather than just the first semester) at the request of the Primary Education 
Department (PED). Updates to the teacher’s guide were made by the technical team 
(MoEYS and project staff), and at the end of the quarter the MoEYS was conducting a final 
review. Updates to the student books were minor, with adjustments to the teacher’s guides 
focusing on increasing consistency between semesters and grades. 
These were competed with input from teachers, coaches, mentors, trainers, and central-level 
MoEYS and NGO representatives in consultations in June coordinated by the MoEYS.  
Activity 1.1.6 Make final revisions to pre-school TLM 

The team began to prepare for consultations with the Early Childhood Education Department 
(ECED) and pre-school TTC, and worked to collect feedback from teachers via the literacy 
coaches in the field.  
Activity 1.1.5 Make final revisions to grade 2 TLM, semester 1 

As they were for the grade 1 materials, the final revisions to the supplementary student 
books for both semesters were completed this quarter including input as noted above from 
the various consultations. Updates to the grade 2 teacher’s guide were also completed, with 
the MoEYS team undertaking final proof-reading at the time of writing.  
Activity 1.1.7 Work with the MoEYS on handover and storage of final files and printing 
specifications for all TLM 

The PED is taking responsibility for printing grade 2 materials for both GPE-funded and 
USAID-funded provinces this year, so is handling the procurement for all of these materials. 
The project provided specifications for all of these materials and requests for proposals as 
examples. In the next quarter, the project team will work to ensure final versions of the 
materials for semester 1 are all consistently branded and ready for printing. The team will 
also consult about the best processes for sharing files. This will likely include Google Drive 
folders for the materials that are Creative Commons-licensed to facilitate easy sharing with 
partners, alongside the transfer of files on hard drives. 
Additional activity: Development of distance learning booklets for pre-school, grade 1 and 2 

As proposed and approved by USAID in the previous quarterly report, the project began 
development of distance learning booklets to support students’ learning at home. These 
booklets include simple assessment activities to check whether students are confident with 
the skills covered in the first semester, and suggested activities to support students if 
needed. They also include activities for content that would normally be covered in the 
second semester.  
The booklets for pre-school include activities to support students recognize letters, practice 
counting, do physical activities, and questions for caregivers to use to promote conversation 
and cognitive skills. 
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The booklets for grade 1 include instructions 
for parents about which pages of the textbook 
and the supplementary student book to read 
each day and content to practice writing. For 
grade 2 the booklets focus on explaining to 
parents how to use the textbook for the 
different types of lesson. There are links to 
videos of the lesson that the MoEYS has been 
developing using the Komar Rien Komar 
Cheh Khmer materials, with customized links 
that redirect to the MoEYS Facebook page, or 
parents can type the lesson title in Khmer on 
YouTube.  
For both grades there are twice-weekly 
assessment activities to help caregivers keep 
track of how their child is progressing. The 
MoEYS goal is that teachers can also use 
these assessments to monitor learning during 
school closures.  
The booklets have been designed to be easy 
to read for caregivers who might have limited 
literacy skills themselves. Pictures and icons 
help communicate the instructions for 
activities and serve as reminders of what the 
teachers explain when the books are given 
out (see right for an example).  
The grade 1 booklets were piloted in 
Kampong Thom and Kampot with approximately 4,000 students, and the field team collected 
feedback from a sample of parents to inform updates to the grade 1 booklets and the 
development of the pre-school and grade 2 booklets. More details about the distribution of 
the booklets are included in Annex A, the success story for the quarter. 

Sub-Result 1.2: The training content and materials, coaching, and teacher support 
tools necessary for the implementation of the inclusive evidence-based literacy 
program for upper pre-school, grade 1, and grade 2 are developed  
Activity 1.2.2 Continue to refine tools and resources for training and supporting teachers for 
grade 1 

Workshop plans for grade 1 were updated during the previous quarter, based on 
experiences in the first year. This meant that this second version of the grade 1 training 
package is complete. This quarter work began on a further round of updates, looking at 
content of the existing session plans, but also how this content can be adapted in light of 
new training approaches that will likely be needed due to COVID-19 and social distancing 
requirements, including planning for video development. It is expected that training will need 
to take place with much smaller numbers of participants in each room, and therefore using a 
much larger number of trainers. In order to ensure quality in these circumstances the team 
will develop much of the workshop content on video, so the training can show the videos to 
introduce key concepts and show instructional routines, and focus more on facilitating 
practice among the participants.  
The field team also developed videos to support the use of the grade 1 and 2 distance 
learning booklets in the field, which have been shared with teachers and parents via 
messenger groups. 

 
An example page from the grade 1 distance 

learning booklet, using minimal text to support 
parents who struggle with reading. 
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Activity 1.2.3 Continue to refine tools and resources for training and supporting teachers for 
pre-school 

The work with ECED and the pre-school TTC, and feedback from teachers, will help to 
inform revisions to training materials that will be used in the next school year. The team also 
developed videos to support the use of the pre-school distance learning booklets in the field, 
which have been shared with teachers and parents via messenger groups.  
Activity 1.2.5 Continue to develop disability screening tools, guidelines, and materials on 
processes for referral, and related training 

The team held internal meetings to summarize experiences from the different approaches to 
screening and referrals this year. These will inform work planning for the final year of the 
program in collaboration with USAID and the MoEYS. 

Sub-Result 1.3: Pre-service Khmer language modules on teaching and assessment in 
primary grades are developed 
Activity 1.3.2 Assist the MoEYS to develop pre-service modules for 12+4 - Upper primary 

Work on the upper primary modules for 12+4 TEC course continued online. The lecturers 
from the PTTCs have been participating in regular Zoom meetings with the Teacher Training 
Department (TTD) and the NGO pre-service professional development specialist. However, 
participation using this technology has been more challenging with TTD, and some meetings 
have been held in person.  
Activity 1.3.4 Assist the MoEYS to develop pre-service training materials for 12+2 for lower 
primary Khmer language (including assessment) 

As it did for the pre-service 12+4 TEC course modules above, work for the training manuals 
continued online. A major focus has been on negotiating timelines to ensure that students 
are prepared before their practicums, as well as negotiating sufficient time in the course for 
Khmer language and practice of the methods, rather than just theory.  

Sub-Result 1.4: Adapted versions of materials for use with students with visual or 
auditory disabilities are developed 
Activity 1.4.3 Large print "easy-to-read" versions of student supplementary materials are 
developed to support students with low vision, who are hard of hearing, or have unidentified 
difficulties with learning 

Some limited planning work for the large print easy to read books took place during this 
quarter, with the majority of the inclusive education team’s time being devoted to developing 
paper-based materials and videos that will help students who are deaf/hard of hearing 
engage in distance learning.  The team have developed videos to help caregivers of 
students in the bridge program teach their children CSL. They have also provided coloring 
pictures relating to the vocabulary being taught and workbooks, alongside hard copies of the 
pattern books for each family.  

Opportunities and Constraints 
Obviously, the school closures and restrictions on in-person and large group meetings have 
proved challenging as much of the work of the project is typically conducted through 
consultative workshops. Closures have also meant school visits could not take place as 
planned before making final revisions. Nonetheless, work progressed, and the MoEYS took 
the lead in organizing the consultations.  
The new storybook titles in the compilation format along with the distance learning booklets 
will likely prove a valuable resource in supporting students in grade 1 and 2 to catch up 
following the school closures, and as material to support students’ learning at home should 
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schools remain shut or close in the future. They will also be useful additions to strengthen 
and supplement the program in future school years regardless of school closures.  
Planning to adjust the workshop content for new formats has also been unexpected and 
additional work, but similarly the videos that will be developed will serve as useful resources 
as the MoEYS expands the Khmer component of the Komar Rien Komar Cheh program.  

Plans for Next Quarter 
In the next quarter, activities under this result will largely focus on developing video content 
and new training manuals and materials to be used in the workshops. The inclusive 
education project team will be working on TLM development to support the classes for 
children who are deaf/hard of hearing when schools return.  

Result 2: Strengthened partnerships that promote collaboration, coordination, 
and synergies between partners supporting inclusive early grade learning 

Tasks Ongoing/Completed in Q3 
Table 3 provides the set of tasks that, in the annual work plan, we listed as anticipated for 
Q3 of FY2020 under this result area. A quick overview of which of those anticipated tasks 
were accomplished is presented here, with further discussion after the table. 

Table 3. Status of Tasks Under Result 2 Planned for Q3 (from Joint Annual 
Work Plan) 

Tasks 
Expected 

time frame Status 
2.1.1 Maintain mechanisms for continued coordination and communication FY20 & FY21 Ongoing 

2.1.2 Continue to support the use of harmonized EGRA tools among the MoEYS’s 
implementing partners Q1–2, Q3 Postponed 

2.2.1 Provide assistance to NGOs or other organizations interested in using the EGR 
package in schools and communities that they support FY20 & FY21 Ongoing 

2.3.2 Promote visibility of and mobilize support for the MoEYS inclusive EGR program 
among families, schools, MoEYS staff, NGOs, and the private sector FY20 & FY21 Ongoing 

2.3.3 Promote attitudes and behaviors that increase access to quality early grade 
literacy education for children with disabilities FY20 & FY21 Ongoing 

2.4.1 Cultivate and engage private-sector and resource partners to increase the 
resource envelope available to support EGR at scale  FY20 & FY21 Ongoing 

 

Sub-Result 2.1: Enhanced coordination and communication among the MoEYS’s 
implementing partners  
Activity 2.1.1 Maintain mechanisms for continued coordination and communication 

The project did not hold an NGO collaboration working group meeting this quarter in May as 
planned as most NGOs were preoccupied with dealing with issues such as shifting to remote 
working. In addition, an Education in Emergencies group facilitated by Save the Children 
held several meetings during this quarter, which the project attended. These meetings 
served to allow members to hear and learn from others’ experiences during the COVID-19 
outbreak, as well as share resources. However, the project scheduled a meeting of the NGO 
EGL working group and the MoEYS representative for July 1, 2020.  
The project continued to provide updates on activities via the All Children Reading–
Cambodia Facebook page, and via email to implementing partners.  
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Activity 2.1.2 Continue to support the use of harmonized EGRA tools among the MoEYS’s 
implementing partners  

Two activities relating to the harmonized EGRA tools were planned for this quarter, but both 
were postponed due to school closures. The second round of the project impact evaluation 
was due to take place, and the enumerator training would have served as another 
opportunity for interested NGO partners to participate and learn about EGRA administration. 
However, since schools were closed, and due to the interruption of program activities, it was 
agreed with USAID that data collection would not take place this year, and will be postponed 
until the end of the 2020–2021 school year.  
In addition, the project was planning on collecting language and literacy assessment data in 
the special schools for children with disabilities using the adapted EGRA tools. This would 
also be an opportunity for cross-NGO sharing. However, again this activity will need to be 
postponed.  

Sub-Result 2.2: The adoption of the MoEYS EGL program by other actors, including 
NGOs and DPs, is promoted 
Activity 2.2.1 Provide assistance to NGOs or other organizations interested in using the EGR 
package in schools and communities that they support  

During this quarter, the project provided soft copies of the distance learning booklets to NGO 
partners using the Komar Rien Komar Cheh program. It also provided advice on how NGOs 
could support schools to continue learning through using online methods, and through 
sharing materials on the Komar Rien Komar Cheh Facebook page.  
Three grants were finalized to enable NGOs to use the Komar Rien Komar Cheh program in 
areas where they are supporting literacy, and achieve full-district coverage as requested by 
the MoEYS, including the locations listed in Table 4. 

Table 4. NGOs Receiving Grants Under Contract to Support Expansion of 
the MoEYS Khmer component of Komar Rien Komar Cheh and the 
Location (Province and District) 

NGO Province District 
Room to Read  Prey Veng Mesang  
Room to Read  Kampong Speu Korng Pisey 
World Education Kampong Chhnang Kampong Laeng 
World Education Kampong Chhnang Rolea Bier 
World Education Kampong Chhnang Sameaki Meanchey 
World Vision Bantaey Meanchey Preah Nut Preah 
World Vision Bantaey Meanchey Phnom Srok 

 

Sub-Result 2.3: Increased engagement with parents and caregivers, community 
members, and the private sector to promote inclusive early grade learning 
Activity 2.3.2 Promote visibility of and mobilize support for the MoEYS inclusive EGR program 
among families, schools, MoEYS staff, NGOs, and the private sector  

During this quarter, significant efforts have been made to share materials online to support 
distance learning. The project went from posting learning materials from 3 times per week 
before school closures, to at least 25 posts per week. Table 5 outlines the types of regular 
post. 
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Table 5. Learning Materials Posted on the Komar Rien Komar Cheh 
Facebook Page (and Shared through the All Children Reading–
Cambodia  Facebook Page) 

Pre-school Grade 1 Grade 2 
“Sunday Reading 
Day” (all grades) 

• Daily lesson 
content as text and 
images (Monday–
Saturday) 

• Weekly videos 
showing the lesson 
content 

• Daily lesson 
content as text and 
images (Monday–
Saturday) 

• Twice-weekly 
assessment 
worksheets 

• Weekly videos 
showing the lesson 
content 

• Daily lesson 
content as text and 
images (Monday–
Saturday) 

• Twice-weekly 
assessment 
worksheets 

• Weekly stories to 
promote reading for 
pleasure 

 
During this quarter the page saw the number of followers almost double, from 9,607 to 
18,350.  
Activity 2.3.3 Promote attitudes and behaviors that increase access to quality early grade 
literacy education for children with disabilities  

Throughout the quarter the project aimed to promote inclusive education messages through 
social media featuring children with disabilities in the learning materials, as well as 
highlighting project efforts to keep students learning at home. 
The project also made significant tangible efforts to support children with disabilities to 
engage in distance learning. These are detailed under Result 3.  

Sub-Result 2.4: Strengthened public and private resources and services to support 
the scale-up of the inclusive EGL program and in particular the literacy component 
Activity 2.4.1 Cultivate and engage private-sector and resource partners to increase the 
resource envelope available to support EGR at scale  

During this quarter, the project worked with private publishers and NGOs to increase student 
access to the Komar Rien Komar Cheh books. This included the finalization and receipt of 
funds from NGOs and book retailers participating in a previous shared procurement. It also 
included an arrangement with a private publisher who printed 45,000 books to sell. They 
agreed to provide the books at a discount price for NGOs and libraries and donated 4,500 
sets of books to project schools for use next year.  

Opportunities and Constraints 
The continued efforts of the MoEYS to promote online access to TLM have generated a 
significant amount of publicity for the Komar Rien Komar Cheh program, and this has 
resulted in an increased interest among NGOs, libraries, book stores, and families in 
purchasing the books.  
The project had planned to begin to work with the MoEYS on a fundraising campaign during 
this quarter. However, given the significant work to develop online content and shifting 
priorities, this work will be postponed. The MoEYS and partners have funding for the next 
school year of rolling out training, while a higher priority activity, and likely more fruitful, 
seems to be further developing relationships with printers to promote access to distance 
learning materials and looking for ways for private partners to contribute to these printing 
costs.  
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Plans for Next Quarter 
The team will continue with the work as listed in Table 3, to continue to promote and 
mobilize resources and behavior that support early grade reading. Activities online will 
continue to feature heavily in support to the MoEYS in their efforts to help children learn at 
home.  

Result 3: The MoEYS is supported to develop and implement a plan for piloting 
and scaling up a coordinated and harmonized, inclusive, evidence-based 
MoEYS national EGL program that is feasible, practical, and scalable 

Tasks Ongoing/Completed in Q2 
Table 6 provides a quick overview of the status of tasks under Result 3 that were included in 
the annual work plan for this quarter, with further discussion after the table. 

Table 6. Status of Tasks Under Result 3 Planned for Q2 (from Joint Annual 
Work Plan) 

Tasks 
Expected 

time frame Status 
3.1.1 Work with the MoEYS to support the implementation of the pilot of the early 
grade literacy program in Kampong Thom Province, with some support to Siem 
Reap Province  

Q1–Q4 Ongoing 

3.1.2 Work with the MoEYS to support the implementation of the literacy program 
in Kampot Province, with some support to the new GPE-funded provinces  Q1–4 Ongoing 

3.1.3 Support implementation in practice schools in Phnom Penh and Battambang 
for TEC students to gain exposure and experience Q1–Q3 Ongoing 

3.1.4 Support implementation in Kep (USAID funded) and a third round of 
provinces (using the MoEYS and other funding sources) 

Q3 into 
FY2021 Ongoing 

3.1.5 Support implementation of the EGR in PTTCs (and connected practice 
schools) across the country 

Q3 into 
FY2021 Ongoing 

3.1.6 Pilot strategies that schools and their communities can use to assure greater 
access to education for children with disabilities Q1–Q4 Ongoing 

3.2.1 Train and support teachers in five special schools  Q1–Q4 Ongoing 

3.3.1 Continue to build the capacity of MoEYS colleagues working on curriculum, 
student and teacher materials, and teacher professional development materials 

FY2020 & 
FY2021 Ongoing 

3.3.2 Continue to develop the capacity of provincial and district offices of education 
and PTTC colleagues involved in teacher training and ongoing teacher support 

FY2020 & 
FY2021 Ongoing 

3.3.3 Assure the participation of MoEYS colleagues at all levels in regular, ongoing 
reflection and learning regarding program implementation 

FY2020 & 
FY2021 Ongoing 

3.4.1 Support the EQAD to analyze and present the results of grade 3 national 
assessments  Q1–Q2 Ongoing 

3.4.2 Provide some limited support to EQAD with the planning and execution of the 
grade 6 national assessment data collection, analysis, and presentation of results Q3–Q4 Ongoing 

3.4.3 Support the MoEYS and partners to develop and use tools that can assess 
the literacy skills of children with disabilities (adapted EGRA)  Q1–Q4 Ongoing 

3.5.1 Continue to support the development and implementation of an EGR 
National Action Plan including a costed scale-up plan Q1–Q3 Ongoing 

3.5.2 Contribute evidence to inform the development of the MoEYS’s inclusive EGL 
policies and strategies 

FY2020 & 
FY2021 Ongoing 
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Sub-Result 3.1: The EGL program is implemented with direct support from the project 
(materials, training, and coaching) in at least two provinces to improve instruction 
and student outcomes  
All activities under Sub-Result 3 were impacted by the school closures, with efforts mostly 
focused on supporting students to continue learning at home. Activities 3.1.1. and 3.1.2 are 
discussed together as activities in both provinces were very similar. Some data on these 
activities are also reported. 
Activity 3.1.1 Work with the MoEYS to support the implementation of the pilot of the early 
grade literacy program in Kampong Thom Province, with some support to Siem Reap Province  

Activity 3.1.2 Work with the MoEYS to support the implementation of the literacy program in 
Kampot Province, with some support to the new GPE-funded provinces  

As noted in the previous quarter, when schools closed, the project worked with teachers to 
ensure that all students had the Komar Rien Komar Cheh supplementary student books at 
home. Literacy coaches also worked with teachers to help set up Facebook messenger 
groups for each class. At the provincial level, literacy officers (LOs) share links with soft copy 
TLMs posted on the All Children Reading–Cambodia and Komar Rien Komar Cheh 
Facebook pages with literacy coaches working at the district level. Literacy coaches, in turn, 
share these links with parents through messenger groups they have created for each class 
and school with help from teachers. Parents share pictures and videos of their children 
learning and their written work. They are able to ask questions of the teacher, and the 
teacher can provide support and give feedback on the students’ progress.  
The monitoring and evaluation (M&E) team from World Education closely tracked the reach 
and engagement of the messenger groups in six districts in Kampong Thom and all eight 
districts in Kampot, where the program is being implemented. Program M&E staff followed 
up with interviews with a random sample of 10 literacy coaches. 
In Q3, the program reached 23,050 caregivers with distance learning support through 
Facebook messenger (Table 7). 

Table 7. Total Caregivers Engaged by Grade and Province—June 30 
Pre-school: Kampot  2804  
Grade 1: Kampot  6035  
Grade 1: Kampong Thom  7202  
Grade 2: Kampong Thom  7009  
Total  23,050  
 
In Kampong Thom, the program has reached 41% of caregivers for 17,145 targeted 
grade 1 students, and 43% of caregivers for 15,640 grade 2 students. In Kampot, the 
program has reached 39% of caregivers for 6,800 targeted pre-school students, and 42% 
of caregivers for 14,024 targeted grade 1 students (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Percent of Targeted Caregivers Engaged in Messenger Groups—
Quarter 3 

 
 

Additionally, from April to June, the average number of caregivers in each parent messenger 
group increased from 3 to 13. Figure 3 shows this growth, by district. It is important to note 
that some districts may reach a greater average number of caregivers per messenger group 
due to larger school populations or higher levels of Internet connectivity. 

Figure 3. Average Number of Parents per Messenger Group—by District 
(April and June 2020) 

 
 
Ten literacy coaches interviewed noted that many of the parents or caregivers they work with 
are literate. However, the literacy coaches also noted that many of these parents are busy, 
often taking children with them to the field, leaving no time to teach them. Some parents had 
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a difficult time using Facebook and Facebook Messenger because of the English language 
components, but got support navigating these platforms from the teacher and literacy coach. 
Literacy coaches also noted that parents who migrate for their job often leave children in the 
care of grandparents, some of whom struggle with technology or face health issues. 
Literacy coaches also make weekly phone calls to parents and caregivers who do not have 
Internet access to support with advice on using the program materials at home. 
The literacy coaches also delivered the distance learning booklets for pre-school, grade 1, 
and grade 2 to teachers. As reported in Annex B, the program directly distributed 35,902 
grade 1 booklets and 16,758 grade 2 booklets to schools, as well as 11,571 pre-school 
booklets. 
The M&E teams from World Education and the program have carefully tracked distribution, 
to generate learning about differences between implementation models and geography. 
In the six districts in Kampong Thom and eight districts in Kampot where the program is 
implementing its direct coaching component (Intervention A), program staff worked closely 
with literacy coaches and teachers to distribute books first to teachers, then to parents and 
other caregivers. At the end of Q3, 100% of booklets were distributed to program teachers. 
Of these, 88% of grade 1 and 2 booklets and 67% of pre-school booklets were received by 
parents and caregivers at home. It is expected that this number will increase in coming 
weeks as teachers continue to make visits.  
In Prasat Balaing and Prasat Sambo, the distribution of booklets is managed by district office 
of education (DOE) staff (Intervention B). In these two districts, pre-school, grade 1, and 
grade 2 booklets have been received by 61% of teachers and 27% of parents. 
Table 8 shows the percentage of pre-school and grade 1 books distributed to parents by 
province for Intervention A districts (direct coaching model). 

Table 8. Percent of Parents and Caregivers Receiving Distance Learning 
Booklets 

  Kampong Thom Kampot 
Pre-school  88% 55% 
Grade 1  96% 78% 
 
A qualitative follow-up with literacy coaches found that delivery to parents in Kampot may be 
lower because there is more movement by parents within and to other provinces for work. It 
was suggested that in Kampong Thom, parents were more likely to stay in their home and 
within the school community during the period of the school closures. Distribution of distance 
learning booklets will continue into Q4, along with ongoing phone calls to parents and posts 
in parent messenger groups to support parents on their use. 
Activity 3.1.3 Support implementation in practice schools in Phnom Penh and Battambang for 
TEC students to gain exposure and experience  

The project has shared soft copies of the distance learning booklets with these schools and 
is discussing how the project can support the schools using them going forward. This may 
include provision of printed copies if school closures continue beyond November. 
Activity 3.1.4 Support implementation in Kep (USAID funded) and a third round of provinces 
(using the MoEYS and other funding sources) 

Progress on this activity has been somewhat limited due to the uncertainty regarding the 
school year, but the project staff in the field met with the education authorities in Kep to get 
information about school data. The team has also been considering how to include Kep in 
the training schedule, as the previous plan was to include these new teachers in the 
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provincial level workshops in Kampot. However, it is likely they will now need to be at a 
separate venue. 
Activity 3.1.5 Support implementation of the EGR in PTTCs (and connected practice schools) 
across the country 

Meetings have been held with TTD and PED to discuss these workshops. Subcontracts 
have been put in place for World Education and Room to Read to provide teachers in these 
provinces with training, details are provided in Table 9. 

Table 9. NGOs Subcontracted to Provide Training in Districts where TECs 
and PTTCs and their Practice Schools are Located (Province and 
District) 

NGO  Province  District 
World Education 
 

Battambang Battambang Municipality 
Kampong Cham Kampong Cham Municipality  
Kampong Chhnang Kampong Chhnang Municipality 
Kandal Ta Khmau Municipality 
Phnom Penh Khan Toul Kork 
Pursat Pursat Municipality 
Sihanoukville Preah Sihanouk Municipality 
Svay Rieng Svay Rieng Municipality 
Takéo Doun Kaev Municipality 

Room to Read  Bantaey Meanchey Serei Sophorn 
Kampong Speu Chbar Morn 
Prey Veng Prey Veng 

 
Activity 3.1.6 Pilot strategies that schools and their communities can use to assure greater 
access to education for children with disabilities  

Throughout the quarter the project has been providing online support, phone calls, and one 
home visit to each of the families of students learning CSL with support from the project. The 
project team delivered a set of pattern books to each child as well as coloring books and 
worksheets, and has been sending video messages demonstrating signs that link with the 
physical materials, along with activities. Similar support has also been provided to the family 
of one child with an intellectual disability, with activities to support speech and language 
development and motor skills. While some families’ time and ability to engage with these 
activities has varied, and the project team has been using a process of trial and error to find 
what works for children and their families, some students have made good progress, and the 
field team has reported that it has increased parent and caregiver knowledge of how to 
support their children’s learning more broadly. 

Sub-Result 3.2: The adapted EGR program is implemented in the MoEYS’s five special 
schools 
Activity 3.2.1 Train and support teachers in five special schools  

Although school visits could not take place during this period, the project team spoke to staff 
at the special schools to find out how the schools were supporting distance learning. The 
schools mentioned the challenges involved with sending materials home to many students 
who have returned to their families in the provinces, although they have been in touch with 
parents via messenger. The project shared editable copies of the preschool, grade 1 and 2 
distance learning booklets and discussed with the schools some ways in which the booklets 
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could be adapted and used for children with disabilities, e.g., written content could be read 
by caregivers, and students who are blind could use their slate and stylus to practice writing 
these words rather than reading. 

Sub-Result 3.3: Strengthened education systems and support mechanisms that 
enable the MoEYS to scale up and implement the inclusive EGL program  
Activity 3.3.1 Continue to build the capacity of MoEYS colleagues working on curriculum, 
student and teacher materials, and teacher professional development materials  

Work on this continued through the consultations and updates to the TLM. One area of focus 
was to build skills among the MoEYS and NGO technical team to write comprehension 
questions, as this was identified as an area that could be improved. 
Activity 3.3.2 Continue to develop the capacity of provincial and district offices of education 
and PTTC colleagues involved in teacher training and ongoing teacher support  

Although there have been no workshops during this period the field teams have been 
coordinating closely with provincial offices of education (POEs), PTTCs, and DOEs on 
activities to support distance learning. POEs and DOEs have expressed their appreciation 
for the technical support they have received, and that has been provided to teachers on how 
to do things like set up Facebook messenger groups. 
Activity 3.3.3 Assure the participation of MoEYS colleagues at all levels in regular, ongoing 
reflection and learning regarding program implementation  

Alongside the reflection on TLM and training materials, several conversations have been had 
with the MoEYS staff at all levels to reflect on progress with distance learning efforts. 

Sub-Result 3.4: Strengthened assessment systems that track student learning 
Activity 3.4.1 Support the EQAD to analyze and present the results of grade 3 national 
assessments  

No support was requested during this period. 
Activity 3.4.2 Provide some limited support to EQAD with the planning and execution of the 
grade 6 national assessment data collection, analysis, and presentation of results 

No support was requested during this period. 
Activity 3.4.3 Support the MoEYS and partners to develop and use tools that can assess the 
literacy skills of children with disabilities (adapted EGRA)  

As noted above, the work on the adapted EGRA for children with disabilities has been put on 
hold during school closures, although in Q4 the project will work with the National Institute 
for Special Education to film some new subtasks ready for when these tools can be used. 

Sub-Result 3.5: Strengthened MoEYS capacity to effectively plan, manage, implement, 
and monitor inclusive early grade learning and develop relevant and responsive 
education policies for children with disabilities  
Activity 3.5.1 Continue to support the development and implementation of an EGR National 
Action Plan including a costed scale-up plan  

Work on this deliverable continued during this period. As discussed with USAID in meetings 
during this quarter, the deliverable will be more of a tool that can be used for costing and 
scale-up rather than a plan as such; with so many uncertainties and the public sector facing 
budget cuts, it is difficult for MoEYS to develop a concrete plan. At the request of the PED 
the project requested an extension for this deliverable timeline in order to allow the MoEYS 
and project team to focus on responding rapidly to the situation with school closures. This 
deliverable will be submitted at the end of July. 
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Activity 3.5.2 Contribute evidence to inform the development of the MoEYS’s inclusive EGL 
policies and strategies  

The project has been sharing evidence from the field regarding distance learning with the 
MoEYS to highlight some of the challenges relating to distance learning, and the need for 
more paper-based materials. This was also given as feedback to the concept note GPE 
COVID-19 response, which is aimed at targeting the most vulnerable. It was also raised that 
some of the activities aimed at supporting children with disabilities were likely to be 
ineffective, e.g., the addition of CSL to a mainstream grade 1 Khmer lesson does not 
necessarily make it accessible or meaningful for deaf grade 1 learners.  For example, some 
of the content in the grade 1 textbook is decodable and helps students practice particular 
phonics skills but these words are not necessarily common words in Khmer, or common 
signs in CSL, a deaf student may need additional instruction in CSL about the meaning of 
the word and regarding the new sign. This would be particularly likely in situations where 
teachers are not fluent signers and students’ CSL skills are still emerging (which classroom 
observations and initial assessment activities seem to indicate might be the case in 
Cambodian special schools). The project hopes to be able to share more resources and 
evidence with the MoEYS and partners to support distance learning efforts in coming 
months. 

Opportunities and Constraints 
The circumstances brought about by COVID-19 have created unique challenges for 
implementation; however, a potential positive side-effect is that many parents in target areas 
will have an increased understanding and awareness of the reading program, which we 
hope to build upon next quarter. 

Plans for Next Quarter 
The project is currently developing detailed revised training plans (based on the current 
expectations regarding the school year), which will be shared with USAID shortly in a 
separate document. However, these plans will need to remain flexible to respond to the 
reality in Cambodia. 

3 Changes in Key Personnel and Reallocation of 
Level of Effort 

Table 10 provides a list of the All Children Reading–Cambodia team at the end of Q3 
FY2020. There have been no changes in personnel during this quarter. Most staff will 
transition to ACL funding only during the next quarter, with some very limited hours in 
FY2021 budgeted from ACR for remaining closeout activities.  

Table 10. All Children Reading–Cambodia Staff 
 Person Position Funding source 

1. Claire Wyatt Chief of Party Both 
2. Sokhim Ou Inclusive Education Director Both 
3. Rattana Huy Senior Materials Development Specialist (part-time) Both 
4. Senghean Soy Finance Manager Both 
5. Thida Hun Education Project Officer Both 
6. Kagna Chhiv Procurement and Logistics Officer Both 
7. Koll Phann Administrative Assistant Both 
8. Olivia Byler EGL Director Both 
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 Person Position Funding source 
9. Jacob Risner Operations Director Both 
10. Vibol Nuon Inclusive Education Team Leader All Children 

Reading 
11. Vanna Chhim Inclusive Education Officer All Children 

Reading 
12. Sunheng Khchang Inclusive Education Officer All Children 

Reading 
13. Sophea Tuy Finance & Administrative Assistant All Children 

Reading 
14. Veasna Kem Deaf Education Specialist All Children 

Reading 
15. Sokdin Ros Inclusive Education Technical Officer Both 
16. Kosal Leng Translator-Program Officer Both 
17. Sokchea Tith  Finance Officer Both 
18.  Sarom Samreth Inclusive Education Translator Both 
19. Sokren Now Monitoring & Evaluation Officer Both 
20. Chhorda Ou Finance & Operation Officer Both 
21 Bopha Seng Partnerships & Communication Manager Both 
22. Dany Thy Administrative Assistant Both 
23. Solika Kong Grants Officer Both 
24.  Chhay Den Khiev HR and Administration Manager  Both 

25. Pisal Hang Grants and Procurement Manager Both 

26.  Banung Ou Communications Officer Both 

4 Activity Project Management Support 

4.1 Project Deliverables 
The current quarter has included work on the following project deliverables: 

Deliverable  
Date submitted 

to USAID 
Date approved 

by USAID Notes/Status 

All Children Learning FY2020 
Q1 Report  

Second 
submission April 
15, 2020 

April 22, 2020 Approved 

All Children Learning FY2020 
Q2 Report 

Submitted April 
15, 2020, Second 
Submission May 
7, 2020 

May 7, 2020 Approved 

All Children Reading–
Cambodia 
Student Performance in Early 
Literacy: Midterm Impact 
Report 

Final submission 
April 27, 2020 April 28, 2020 Approved 

National Costed Scale-up 
plan for Early Grade Learning N/A N/A 

An extension was requested until end of 
July to enable responses to the situation 

with COVID-19. This extension was 
approved. 
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4.2 Award Modifications and Amendments  
The extension request for the ACL contract was submitted to USAID on June 15, 2020. At 
the time of writing it was being processed by USAID.   

4.3 M&E Updates 
Two new indicators have been added at the request of USAID and have been reported 
against below in Annex B.  
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Annex A: Success Story 
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Success Story 
All Children Reading–Cambodia 
Helping to bridge the “digital-divide” with printed materials 
 

  

 

 
A grade 1 children in Kampot province reading his new distance 
learning booklet (Photo: All Children Reading–Cambodia) 

 
JUNE 2020 
Schools in Cambodia have been closed since March 
2020 due to the global coronavirus disease 2019 
(COVID-19) pandemic. All Children Reading–Cambodia 
has been supporting the Ministry of Education, Youth 
and Sport (MoEYS) to develop and post online learning 
materials on Facebook and support parents with daily 
messages. However, it is estimated that over half of 
families in project’s target areas do not have Internet 
access. Therefore, in March the project team began to 
develop distance learning booklets. In April, printing of 
over 100,000 booklets began. These booklets are now 
being used by families of students in pre-school, grade 
1, and grade 2 to help children continue learning while 
schools are closed.  

The MoEYS has instructed teachers to make home-
visits to distribute materials and support families with 
distance learning efforts. However, many teachers 
lacked materials and were unsure of what advice to 
give. The project has a team of dedicated literacy 
coaches, who are normally responsible for visiting 
teachers and supporting them in using the new 
methods developed with USAID funding. The literacy 
coaches have been distributing the booklets to 
teachers and providing orientations to them on how 
to explain and demonstrate the materials to 
caregivers.  
 

 
A literacy coach showing a teacher in Kampong Thom province 
how to explain the book to caregivers (Photo: All Children 
Reading–Cambodia) 
 
The booklets include a simple assessment activity to 
show caregivers what children should have learned 
in the first semester before school closed. This helps 
them review any content that the child might have 
forgotten. The booklets for grade 1 and 2 introduce 
the new lessons. They include clear instructions for 
each day on which pages to read of the textbook and 
which pages of the new materials provided with 
USAID funding earlier in the year, along with writing 
activities. There are also twice-weekly assessment  

USAID is supporting students’ learning at 
home during school closures by providing 

booklets with instructions to parents and 
activities for students 
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activities to help caregivers keep track of how their child 
is progressing. The MoEYS goal is that teachers can 
use these assessments to monitor learning during 
school closures.  
 
The booklets for pre-school include activities to support 
students recognize letters, practice counting, do 
physical activities, and questions for caregivers to use to 
promote conversation and cognitive skills. 
 
The booklets have been designed to be easy to read for 
caregivers who might have limited literacy skills 
themselves. Pictures and icons help communicate the 
instructions for activities and serve as reminders of what 
the teachers explain when the books are given out.  
 
The project team has had really positive feedback from 
both caregivers and teachers about the booklets. Ms. 
Chanda Thun, a parent of a grade 1 child in Kampong 
Thom province commented: “I deeply appreciate this 
support from my daughter’s teacher, the literacy coach, 
and the materials. The booklets show me how to help 
my child learn at home, including activities to check 
what she has learnt with the answers at the back of the 
book.”  
 
It is hoped that students will return to schools in the 
coming months. Based on the feedback from schools 
and local education authorities, the project plans to print 
more of the booklets to be distributed at that time. It is 
expected that these materials will then be a useful 
resource to support teachers to assess their classes, 
see where the gaps in their skills are, and help students 
catch up. Having the booklets ready and in classrooms 
will also allow schools to be more prepared for distance 
learning should COVID-19 cases increase, and schools 
be forced to close again.  
 
Alongside supporting efforts during the COVID-19 
pandemic, an added positive outcome of this experience 
might be that these materials enable caregivers to be 
more engaged in their children’s learning, even when 
schools return to their normal schedules.  

 
Ms. Chanda Thun practicing reading letters with her daughter 
using the distance learning books (Photo: All Children Reading–
Cambodia) 

“I deeply appreciate this support from 
my daughter’s teacher, the literacy 

coach, and the materials. The booklets 
show me how to help my child learn at 

home, including activities to check what 
she has learnt.”  

– Ms. Chanda Thun, a parent of a 
grade 1 child in Kampong Thom 
province  

For further information, please contact: 

USAID | CAMBODIA 
Sereisatya Ros 

Education Project Management 
Specialist 

sros@usaid.gov 
 

mailto:sros@usaid.gov
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Annex B: Progress by Indicator 

 
Outcome Indicators (OIs) 
OI.1: At least 75% of teachers in target schools demonstrate effective use of teaching and 
learning materials (TLMs) 
Quarter 3: 0  
Classroom observation data were not collected in Quarter (Q)3 due to school closures. 
Annual reporting on this indicator will be drawn from the classroom observation data 
available from semester 1 and literacy coaching visits in February and March, up to the 
closure of schools. literacy coaches continue to work with teachers and parents to facilitate 
learning, including the distribution of distance learning booklets and management of parent 
messenger groups, discussed in the narrative section.  
OI.2: Value of new private-sector, US Government (USG) funding, and other funding 
sources contributed through public-private partnerships (PPPs) (in USD) (custom) 
Quarter 3: $1,966.95 
In Q3, despite all of the disruptions related to coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), the 
program engaged six non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and private booksellers in the 
sale of storybooks. In Q3, the sale of 8,400 non-fiction storybooks, pattern books, and 
sensory storybooks was completed through PPPs with Knowledge Books and Scholar 
Books. The total value of these sales is $1,966.95. The program also initiated the sale of 
16,080 books through PPPs, for a total of $9,565.80. These values will be reported with the 
completion of payment in Q4. Lastly, Q3 saw an arrangement with a private publisher, Image 
Printing Group, which printed sets of pattern books developed by the program to sell. They 

Two new indicators have been incorporated in this report, as requested by USAID:  
ES 1-6: Number of educators who complete professional development activities with USG 
assistance – we have added a new disaggregation type: “Number of educators trained in 
special education content.” 
ES 1-49: Number of primary or secondary textbooks and other teaching and learning 
materials (TLMs) that are inclusively representative provided with USG assistance- 
Included below ES 1-10. 
 
One new indicator requested was previously added to reporting in Q1:  
ES 1-50: Number of public and private schools receiving USG assistance.  
 
Two additional indicators are still in discussion with USAID:  
ES 1-53: Number of learners in pre-primary schools or equivalent non-school based 
settings reached with USG education assistance—as the COR noted we may not have 
the data to report on sub-1 school readiness. Measurement of this indicator will be 
discussed through proposed revisions to the MEL Plan, scheduled for submission in Q4. 
ES 1-45: Percent of primary-grade learners targeted for USG assistance who have the 
appropriate variety of decodable, leveled, AND supplementary readers in the language of 
instruction with inclusive representation of diverse populations—this definition is still being 
refined, but based on advice from the COR it is expected that the indicator will be treated 
similarly to ES 1-3 or ES 1-5, but as a percent 
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agreed to provide the books at a discount price for NGOs and libraries, and the publisher 
also donated sets of books to project schools for use next year. This donation will be 
finalized and reported in Q4.  
Contributions through PPP: Completed (reported in Q3) 
 

Partner Items Purchased Amount of Payment 

Knowledge Books 100 sets of pattern books* $696 

Scholar Books 125 sets of pattern books* 
55 sets of sensory books* 

$1,270.95 

*30 pattern books per set and 11 sensory stories per set 
 
Contributions through PPP: In Process (report in Q4) 
Partner Items Purchased/donated Amount of Payment 
Cambodia Association of 
The Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day 
Saints 

1,800 grade 2 non-fiction 
books  

$5,400 

Kampuchean Action to 
Promote  Education 
(KAPE) 

70 sets of pattern books*  
70 sets of sensory stories*  

$997.50 

Plan International 100 sets of pattern books* 
110 sets of sensory stories* 

$1,497.90 

Room to Read 240 sets of pattern books* $1,670.40 
*30 pattern books per set and 11 sensory stories per set 

Cumulative values of contributions through partnerships with of partnerships with Global 
Partnership for Education (GPE), Room to Read, Save the Children, and World Education 
(through KAPE) for implementation of the grade 1 and 2 package will be reported on this 
indicator at the end of fiscal year (FY) 2019–2020. Aside from the resources contributed by 
the aforementioned partners, no additional funding was raised from outside sources in Q3.  

OI.3: Percentage of primary schools in Cambodia implementing the new teaching and 
learning package supported by USG, other donors/NGOs and Ministry of Education, 
Youth and Sport (MoEYS)  
Quarter 3: 32% (2,284 out of 7,144) 
This indicator reflects the number of schools with at least one classroom receiving the TLM 
package and at least one teacher completing the associated training developed with USG 
funds. While schools are currently closed, students in 2,284 schools continue to receive the 
learning package through alternative means. Under All Children Reading–Cambodia, 
students in 798 schools are being supported with the distribution of distance learning 
booklets, online materials, and teacher and literacy coach support to parents. Under GPE, 
the Primary Education Department (PED) made worksheets that teachers in 1,357 schools 
are expected to print and distribute. Also under GPE, parents are expected to participate in 
Facebook messenger groups and are encouraged to watch Facebook instructional videos. 
The program gave distance learning booklets to Rood to Read for distribution to parents. 
Distance learning booklets were also provided to Save the Children and will be distributed in 
Q4.  
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Performance Indicators 
Indicator 1: Number of primary or secondary textbooks and other TLM provided with 
USG assistance (ES.1-10) 
Quarter 3: Direct: 81,449 
Quarter 3: Indirect: 172,204 
Hard Copy 
Direct distribution includes all TLM delivered to a school staff member either by project- or 
GPE-funded activities; all other distributions are considered indirect. In Q3, a total of 35,902 
grade 1 distance learning booklets (Kampong Thom and Kampot provinces) and 16,758 
grade 2 distance learning booklets (Kampong Thom province) were distributed directly to 
students’ homes by literacy coaches and other program staff. The program has now reached 
100% of program-trained grade 1 and 2 teachers with distance learning booklets, and 88% 
have been distributed to children’s homes. These remaining booklets will be distributed to 
homes in Q4. The program also directly distributed 13,600 grade 1 and 15,000 grade 2 
distance learning booklets to homes through Room to Read.  
In Q2, 25,330 USG-funded semester 2 supplementary student books (SSBs) and teachers 
guides were delivered by the program to GPE-supported Provincial Offices of Education in 
Siem Reap (grade 2), Kratie, Oddar Meanchy, Preah Vihear, and Stueng Treng (grade 1). 
Due to the MoEYS-directed postponement of all workshops, these TLMs were only 
distributed to schools in Kratie and Oddar Meanchey. (While one training was held by GPE 
in June, no data were shared by GPE.) TLM directly provided under GPE will be reported in 
Q4, upon completion of book distribution to Siem Reap, Preah Vihear and Stueng Treng. 
This quarter, Save the Children distributed 189 grade 2 semester 2 teacher’s guides, which 
the project provided to them in Q2. World Vision received semester 2 SSBs in Q2 and will 
receive semester 2 teacher’s guides from the program in July, when they plan to distribute 
both. Room to Read has already received semester 2 SSBs and teacher’s guides from the 
program and plans to distribute these to schools in July as well. As such, SSBs distributed 
by World Vision and TLM distributed by Room to Read will be finalized and reported in Q4.  
Soft Copy 
With the closure of schools, Facebook and other online platforms played a vital role in 
reaching children with books and other soft copy TLMs. Through the All Children Reading–
Cambodia Facebook page, 14,265 soft copy materials were indirectly distributed—this figure 
is based on the number of times the posted materials were accessed (clicked on) by users. 
In Q3, the program also invested its energy and resources toward daily posts on the MoEYS 
Komar Rien Komar Cheh Facebook page. Through this page, 155,211 soft copy materials 
developed by All Children Reading–Cambodia were indirectly distributed. Videos of 
Cambodian Sign Language (CSL) interpretations of storybooks and instructional videos were 
indirectly distributed through YouTube, but because these materials are accessed through 
Facebook, they are counted under that platform. Additional soft copy TLM were indirectly 
distributed through The Asia Foundation Website (41 titles developed by the program), and 
DropBox. Total reporting numbers for soft copy TLM distribution are detailed, by platform, 
below. 
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Platform 
Total Number of Clicks 

(Engagement with Materials) 

Komar Rien Komar Cheh Facebook Page 155,211 

All Children Reading–Cambodia Facebook 
Page 

14,265 

The Asia Foundation Website 2,365 

DropBox1 363 

Total Soft Copy (Indirect) 172,204 

 

Indicator 1b (ES 1-49)2: Number of primary or secondary textbooks and other TLMs 
that are inclusively representative provided with USG assistance (Included below ES 
1-10) 
Quarter 3: Direct: 124,314 
Quarter 3: Indirect: 159,100 
TLMs considered under this indicator are the same as those reported under ES 1-10 and 
listed in the Performance Indicator Reference Sheet (PIRS), including: textbooks, reading 
materials, student workbooks, supplementary reading books, reference material in paper or 
electronic formats. According to the PIRS: “To be counted, materials taken as a whole must 
be inclusively and equitably representative, where ‘inclusive representation of diverse 
populations’ in [TLMs] means that the characters in [TLMs] should accurately reflect the 
range of characteristics in the specific society in which students will use them.” 
The All Children Reading–Cambodia project has developed and revised decodable stories in 
the SSBs and teacher’s guides, as well as decodable pattern and sensory stories with 
characters that represent a range of characteristics in Cambodian society, including children 
from ethnic-minority groups from the Northeast, characters with physical disabilities, and 
characters with assistive devices (including glasses, hearing aids, crutches, and wheel 
chairs). In Q3, these stories were incorporated into 109,860 grade 1 and 2 distance learning 
booklets that were directly distributed to homes and 189 grade 2 semester 2 teacher’s 
guides that were directly distributed by Save the Children (See ES 1-10 for details). Also 
reported under ES 1-10, 14,265 soft copy materials were distributed directly through the All 
Children Reading–Cambodia Facebook page and another 159,100 soft copy TLMs were 
indirectly distributed indirectly through the platforms listed in the table above. 

Indicator 2 (ES 1-11): Number of primary school classrooms that receive a complete 
set of essential reading instructional materials with USG support 
Quarter 3: 20 
Under this indicator, classrooms are counted if they have received a full package of Khmer 
materials developed and paid for by USAID under the All Children Reading–Cambodia 
Activity in that school year. A complete set of essential reading instructional materials is 
defined as: 

• Semester 1 student books 

• 1 set of letter flashcards 
 

1 Estimated based on 121 downloads in June, multiplied by 3 months in Q3.  
2 New indicator 
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• 2 sets of pattern stories 

• 1 set of sensory story books  
In Q2, as schools were closing in response to COVID-19, the program was able to complete 
all 798 classroom sets with the distribution of semester 2 TLMs for grade 1 in Kampot and 
grade 2 in Kampong Thom. These TLMs were then distributed, through literacy coaches, to 
student’s homes. No additional classrooms received a complete set of TLM through All 
Children Reading–Cambodia in Q3, as all targeted schools were reached in Q2. 
Save the Children conducted distribution of Semester 2 teacher guides in Q3, completing 
classroom sets of essential reading materials in 20 schools. No updates on materials 
distribution to Siem Reap, Preah Vihear or Steung Treng were provided by GPE. (In Q2, 
GPE did complete classroom sets with the distribution of Semeter 2 SSBs and teacher’s 
guides in 491 schools in Kratie and Oddar Meanchy). Both Room to Read and World Vision 
are planning to complete classroom sets through Semester 2 TLM distribution in Q4. 

Indicator 3. Number of new USG-supported partnerships formalized (custom) 
Quarter 3: 0 
While no new partnerships were finalized In Q3, USAID approved grants for Room to Read 
and World Education to implement the Komar Rien Komar Cheh Khmer literacy package in 
the 2020–2021 school year in a total of 136 select schools. USAID and All Children 
Reading–Cambodia also initiated a grant with World Vision to implement the Komar Rien 
Komar Cheh package in 104 schools (this was approved in early July). Once executed, 
these partnerships will extend the literacy package, initially designed by All Children 
Reading–Cambodia, to over 8,000 students and 220+ teachers in Mesang district, Prey 
Veng, and Korng Pisey district, Kampong Speu, with Room to Read; to over 2,400 students 
and 75+ teachers in Kampong Leang, Rolea Bier, and Sameaki Meanchey districts in 
Kampong Chhnang under World Education; and to over 7,100 students and 250+ teachers 
in Phnom Srok and Preah Net Preah districts in Banteay Meanchey.  
All current partnerships are outlined in the table below, with these possible new partnerships 
highlighted in red:  

All Children Reading–Cambodia (through ACR–Asia) 
Organization  Scope of Work Status 

World Education 
Coaching services for Kampong 

Thom 2018–2020 Executed 

 
USAID/Cambodia All Children Learning  

Organization  Scope of Work Status 

World Education 

Implementation of the early grade 
learning (EGL) pilot for all pre-school, 

grade 1 and 2 teachers in Kampot 
Province 2019–2020 and 2020–
2021; grade 1 TLM revision and 

grade 2 TLM development.  

Executed 

Save the Children Continued work on pre-school 
package 2019–2020 Executed 

Room to Read 

Preservice training course 
development; grade 1 TLM revision 

and grade 2 TLM development; 
training of master trainers 

Executed 

World Vision Development of TLMs for grade 2 Executed 
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Organization  Scope of Work Status 

Room to Read 

Implement Komar Rien Komar Cheh 
Khmer literacy package in the 2020–

2021 school year:  
Mesang, Prey Veng and Korng 

Pisey, Kampong Speu 

In Process 

World Education 

Implement Komar Rien Komar Cheh 
Khmer literacy package in the 2020–

2021 school year:  
Kampong Leang, Rolea Bier and 

Sameak Meanchey, 
Kampong Chhnang 

In Process 

World Vision 

Implement Komar Rien Komar Cheh 
Khmer literacy package in the 2020–

2021 school year:  
Phnom Srok and Preah Net Preah 

Banteay Meanchey 

Initiated 

 

Indicator 4 (ES 1-13): Number of parent-teacher associations (PTAs) or community 
governance structures engaged in primary or secondary education supported with 
USG assistance 
Quarter 3: 0  
Given the closing of schools, no work was carried out with the Commune Councils for 
Women and Children (CCWCs) in Q3. As the risk of COVID-19 reduced toward the end of 
the quarter, however, program staff have begun to visit and support bridge program students 
in their homes.  

Indicator 5 (ES 1-7): Number of primary school educators who complete professional 
development activities on implementing evidence-based reading instruction with USG 
assistance 
Quarter 3: Direct: 0 
Quarter 3: Indirect: 0 
FY 2020 (to date): Direct: 1,655 (1098 women)  
FY 2020 (to date): Indirect: 3,177 (2,348 women) 
In Q3, no professional development activities were implemented. literacy coaches continued 
to provide support to teachers trained in Q1 and Q2, as well as parents, through phone calls 
and Facebook messenger groups.  

Indicator 6 (ES 1-6): Number of primary or secondary educators who complete 
professional development activities with USG assistance 
Quarter 3: Direct: 0 
Quarter 3: Indirect: 0 
Number of educators trained in special education content3 (Direct): 0 
Number of educators trained in special education content (Indirect): 0 
Reporting on this indicator in Q2 reflects the same unique teacher count reported under ES 
1-7 (above).  

 
3 New indicator disaggregation requested by USAID 
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Indicator 7 (ES 1-8): Number of primary or secondary educators who complete 
professional development activities on teaching students with special education 
needs with USG assistance 
Quarter 3: Direct: 0 
Quarter 3: Indirect: 0 
USG-funded training activities developed by All Children Reading–Cambodia for grade 1 and 
grade 2 teachers incorporate inclusive education strategies throughout all workshops. 
Because all teachers counted under indicator ES 1-7 received inclusive education strategies, 
and all teachers are assumed to have students with special education needs in their 
classrooms4, ES 1-7 (above) reporting figures are again applicable to this indicator. 

Indicator 8. Total number of person hours of teachers/educators/teaching assistants 
who successfully completed in-service training or received intensive coaching or 
mentoring with USG support 
Quarter 3: Direct: 0 
Quarter 3: Indirect: 0 
Only trainings missed due to COVID-19 related cancellations were scheduled for this 
quarter, and those have again been postponed as schools remain closed and large 
gathering prohibited. 
Teachers who received training are also those who received coaching via phone and 
Facebook messenger in Q3. These coaching hours are not counted as unique, as they are 
follow-up support tied to trainings conducted in Q1 and Q2.  

Indicator 9 (ES 1-5): Number of learners reached in reading programs at the primary 
level with USG assistance 
Quarter 3: N/A 
Year to Date: Direct 50,869 (25,189) 
Year to Date: Indirect 107,652 (50,726) 
As reported in Q1, a total of 50,869 semester 1 SSB were directly distributed to grade 1 and 
2 teachers. One-half of these (25,189) were presumed to go to girls. Also in Q1, GPE, Save 
the Children, Room to Read, and World Vision International indirectly reached 75,823 grade 
1 students (35,477 girls) and 31,829 grade 2 students (15,249 girls) with EGR interventions 
designed by All Children Reading–Cambodia. These same students continue to be 
supported in Q3, through the distribution of distance learning booklets and remote support to 
teachers and parents.  

Indicator 10 (ES 1-3): Number of learners in primary school or equivalent non-school-
based settings reached with USG education assistance 
Quarter 3: N/A 
Year to Date: Direct 50,869 (25,189) 
Year to Date: Indirect 107,652 (50,726) 
Because all primary-level direct and indirect beneficiaries of All Children Reading–Cambodia 
programming are reached with reading support in primary school, actual reporting numbers 
for this indicator are the same as for indicator ES 1-5 (above), per the PIRS definition.  

 
4 Based on data from Evans, P. et al. (2014, August). “A population based study on the prevalence of impairment and disability 
among young Cambodian children.” Disability, CBR & Inclusive Development, [S.l.], 25( 2), 5-20. ISSN 2211 
-5242. Available at: <http://dcidj.org/article/view/188>. 
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Indicator 11 (ES.4-2): Number of service providers trained who serve vulnerable 
persons.  
Quarter 3: 0 
No trainings were conducted in Q3.  

Indicator 12 (ES 4-1): Number of vulnerable persons benefitting from USG-supported 
social services 
Quarter 3: N/A 
Year to Date Direct: 6,619 (3,099 girls) 
Year to Date Indirect: 10,765 (5,073 girls) 
As directed in the PIRS, the number of vulnerable persons benefitting from USG-supported 
social services is determined as 10%5 of the total number of primary school direct 
beneficiaries reported under indicator ES 1-5, plus 10% of the total number of pre-school 
learners, plus all students receiving adapted materials and instruction in special schools. 
All students benefit from teacher training on including inclusive education techniques as part 
of the EGL package and distribution of inclusive TLM. These students also have access to 
online resources developed specifically for students with disabilities, including videos of 
stories read in Cambodian Sign Language.  
Below is a summary of beneficiaries first reported in Q1. No additional beneficiaries were 
reported in Q3. 

Direct 
Primary school: 50,869 (25,189 girls) x 10% = 5,087 (2,519 girls) 
Pre-school: 10,678 (3,482 girls) x 10% = 1,068 (348 girls) 
Special Schools6: 464 (232 girls) 

 
Indirect 

107,652 (50,726 girls) x 10% = 10,765 (5,073 girls) 

Indicator 13: Number of students with disabilities assessed using adapted 
assessment methods (including from partner organizations and MoEYS) (custom) 
Quarter 3: 0 
No students with disabilities were assessed using the adapted early grade reading 
assessment (EGRA) in Q3. EGRA data collections will be rescheduled through discussions 
with USAID and MoEYS, and an updated data collection schedule will be shared through a 
revised Monitoring, Evaluation, and Learning (MEL) Plan. 

Indicator 14 (ES. 4-3): Number of USG-assisted organizations and/or service delivery 
systems that serve vulnerable persons strengthened 
Quarter 3: 0 (new) 
Program-led trainings and activities in Q3 extended efforts begun in Year 1 to strengthen 16 
organizations that serve vulnerable persons. No new organizations were brought on in Q3. 

 
5 Based on data from Evans, P. et al. (2014, August). A population-based study on the prevalence of impairment 
and disability among young Cambodian children. Disability, CBR & Inclusive Development, [S.l.], 25( 2), 5-20. 
ISSN 2211-5242. Available at: <http://dcidj.org/article/view/188>. 
6 Estimated using the number of large-print adapted SSB distributed. 
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Indicator 15: Number of education administrators and officials who complete 
professional development activities with USG assistance (ES.1-12) 
Quarter 3: 0 
No trainings were conducted in Q3.  

Indicator 16: Number of learners assessed using harmonized EGRA (including from 
partner organizations and MoEYS) 
Quarter 3: 0  
No students were assessed using the harmonized EGRA in Q3, due to COVID-related 
school closures. While initially planned for later June and July, EGRA data collections will be 
rescheduled through discussions with USAID and MoEYS, and an updated data collection 
schedule will be shared through a revised MEL Plan. 

Indicator 17: Number of MoEYS and partner organization staff trained on harmonized 
EGRA and adapted assessment for students with disabilities (custom) 
Quarter 3: 0 
In Q3, no EGRA assessor trainings were held due to COVID-19. Trainings will be 
rescheduled with the EGRA/early grade mathematics assessment (EGMA) data collection, 
based on school reopenings. 

Indicator 18: Number of laws, policies, policy briefs, reports, regulations, or 
guidelines developed or modified to improve primary grade reading programs or 
increase equitable access 
Quarter 3: 0 
In Q3, no laws, policies, policy brief, regulations, or guidelines were developed or modified.  
Indicator (OI.7): Percent of teachers receiving the EGL intervention who reach Level 2 or 
higher during year of implementation of teacher training and coaching 
Quarter 3: N/A 
Year to Date: 61% (542/887) 
The data reflected in this indicator are drawn from a sample of all classroom observations 
conducted by literacy coaches during the last cycle of literacy coach visits before the closure 
of all schools in response to COVID-19 from March 1 to March 13. Out of 397 grade 1 
teachers observed, 136 demonstrated all key behaviors necessary to be designated as level 
2, and 72 demonstrated all key behaviors required for a level 3 designation. Out of 490 
grade 2 teachers observed, 136 demonstrated all key behaviors necessary to be designated 
as level 2, and 198 demonstrated all key behaviors required for a level 3 designation.  

Indicator ES.1-50 Number of public and private schools receiving USG assistance 
Quarter 2: 2,283 public; 1 private 
All 2,284 primary schools receiving some form of USG-assistance reported in Q1 continued 
to be supported in Q3. All but one of these are public schools. This support has pivoted in 
response to COVID-19 to include support to teachers and parents via phone calls and 
Facebook messenger, the increased distribution of soft copy materials via online platforms, 
and the development and distribution of distance learning booklets.  
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Performance Indicator Tracking Table: Quarter 3 Year 3 

 Indicator Type Disagg. Baseline 
Year 1 

(2017-18) 
Year 2 

(2018-19) 
Year 3 

(2019-20) 
Year 4 

(2020-21) 
Life of 
Project 

Result 1: The MoEYS has the tools to improve inclusive, evidenced-based early grade literacy instruction. 
OI.1 At least 75% of teachers 

in target schools 
demonstrate effective 
use of TLMs  

Outcome Province 
0 

Date: April 
2017 

0 75% 
(To date: 94%) 

75% 
(To date: 97%) 75% 75% 

1 Number of primary or 
secondary textbooks and 
other TLM provided with 
USG assistance (ES.1-
10) 

Output Type 
0 

Date: April 
2017 

Direct 2000*** 
189,450; 

(To date: 194,446) 
 

291,502 
(To date:498,958) 87,147 568,009 

Indirect 0 5,100 
(To date: 19,053) 

9,555 
(To date:222,400) 

5,623 20,278 

1b Number of primary or 
secondary textbooks and 
other TLMs that are 
inclusively representative 
provided with USG 
assistance (ES 1-49) 

Output Type 
0 

Date: April 
2017 

Direct 2000 189,450; 
(To date: 194,446) 

291,502 
(To date: 498,958) 87,147 568,009 

Indirect 0 5,100 
(To date: 19,053) 

9,555 
(To date: 222,400) 5,623 20,278 

2 Number of primary 
school classrooms that 
receive a complete set of 
essential reading 
instructional materials 
with USG assistance 
(ES1-11) 

Output Province Date: April 
20170 0 1,282 

(To date: 1,528) 
3,081 

(To date: 1,309) 1,622 5,985 

Result 1.1: The student and teacher resources and materials necessary for an inclusive evidence-based literacy program for upper pre-school, grade 1, and grade 2 are 
developed.**** 
Result 1.2: The training content and materials, coaching, and teacher support tools necessary to accompany the implementation of the inclusive evidence-based literacy program 
for upper pre-school, grade 1, and grade 2 are developed.**** 
Result 1.3: Preservice Khmer language modules on teaching and assessment in primary grades are developed.**** 
Result 1.4: Adapted versions of materials for use with students with visual or auditory disabilities are developed.**** 
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 Indicator Type Disagg. Baseline 
Year 1 

(2017-18) 
Year 2 

(2018-19) 
Year 3 

(2019-20) 
Year 4 

(2020-21) 
Life of 
Project 

Result 2: Strengthened partnerships that promote collaboration, coordination, and synergies between partners supporting inclusive early grade learning. 
OI.2 Value of new private-

sector, USG funding, and 
other funding sources 
contributed through 
PPPs (in USD)7 

Outcome 
Organ-
ization 
type  

0 
Date: April 

2017 
0 

TBD 
(To date: 637,275 

USD) 

TBD 
(To date: 27,422 

USD) 
TBD TBD 

Result 2.1: Enhanced coordination and communication among MoEYS’s implementing partners. 
3 Number of new USG- 

supported partnerships 
formalized 

Output 
Organ-
ization 
type  

0 
Date: April 

2017 
8 

3 
(To date: 2) 

3 
(To date: 0) 3 17 

Result 2.2: The adoption of the MoEYS EGL program by other actors, including NGOs and DPs is promoted.**** 
Result 2.3: Sub-Result 2.3. Increased engagement with parents/caregivers, community members, and the private sector to promote inclusive early grade learning. 
4 Number of PTAs or 

community governance 
structures engaged in 
primary or secondary 
education supported with 
USG assistance (ES 1-
13) 

Output n/a 0 0 19 
(To date: 11) 

19 
(To date: 14) 19 19 

Result 2.4: Strengthened public and private resources and services to support the scale-up of the inclusive early grade learning program and in particular the literacy 
component.***** 

Result 3: MoEYS is supported to develop and implement a plan for piloting and scaling up a coordinated and harmonized, inclusive, evidence-based MoEYS national EGL 
program that is feasible, practical, and scalable. 
OI.3 Percentage of primary 

schools in Cambodia 
implementing the new 
teaching and learning 
package supported by 
USG, other 
donors/NGOs and 
MoEYS 

Outcome n/a 
0 

Date: April 
2017 

0 14%  
(To date:14%) 

30% 
(To date: 32%) 

35% 35% 

 
7 Targets for indicator OI.2 will be proposed in the next MEL Plan revision 
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 Indicator Type Disagg. Baseline 
Year 1 

(2017-18) 
Year 2 

(2018-19) 
Year 3 

(2019-20) 
Year 4 

(2020-21) 
Life of 
Project 

Result 3.1: The EGL program is implemented with direct support from the project (materials, training and coaching) in at least two provinces to improve instruction and student 
learning outcomes  
5 Number of primary 

school educators who 
complete professional 
development activities on 
implementing evidence-
based reading instruction 
with USG assistance 
(ES.1-7) 

Output Sex 

Direct: 0 
Date: April 

2017 
0 589 

(To date: 676 (461)) 

1,024 
(To date: 1,655 

(1,098)) 
463 2,076 

Indirect: 0 
Date: April 

2017 
0 693 

(To date: 929 (747)) 

1,987 
(To date: 3,177 

(2,348)) 
1,159 3,974 

6 Number of primary or 
secondary educators 
who complete 
professional 
development activities 
with USG assistance (ES 
1-6) 

Output Sex 0 0 

Direct: 589 
(To date: 676 (461)) 

1,024 
(To date: 1,655 

(1,098)) 
1,487 3,100 

Indirect: 693 
(To date: 929 (747)) 

1,987 
(To date: 3,177 

(2,348)) 
1,159 3,974 

7 Number of primary or 
secondary school 
educators who complete 
professional 
development activities on 
teaching students with 
special educational 
needs with USG 
assistance (ES 1-8) 

Output Sex 0 0 

Direct: 589 
(To date: 676 (461)) 

1,024 
(To date: 1,655 

(1,098)) 
1,487 3,100 

Indirect: 693 
(To date: 929 (747)) 

1,987 
(To date: 3,177 

(2,348)) 
1,159 3,974 

8 Total number of person 
hours of 
teachers/educators/ 
teaching assistants who 
successfully completed 
in-service training or 
received intensive 
coaching or mentoring 
with USG support 

Output Sex 

Direct: 0 
Date: April 

2017 
0 

50,776 
(To date: 50,040 

(36,152)) 

82,488 
(To date: 83,984 

(56,604)) 
58,872 192,136 

Indirect: 0 
Date: April 

2017 
0 

59,616 
(To date: 66,888 

(53,784)) 

143,064 
(To date: 188,944 

(121,944)) 
84,240 286,920 

9 Number of learners 
reached in reading 
programs at the primary 

Output Sex 
Direct: 0 

Date: April 
2017 

0** 
50,910 

(To date: 24,250 
(12,125)) 

98,670 
(To date: 50,869 

(25,189)) 
40,770 190,350 
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 Indicator Type Disagg. Baseline 
Year 1 

(2017-18) 
Year 2 

(2018-19) 
Year 3 

(2019-20) 
Year 4 

(2020-21) 
Life of 
Project 

level with USG 
assistance (ES.1-5) 

Indirect: 0 
Date: April 

2017 
0** 

3,090 
(To date: 40,488 

(20,131)) 

2,100 
(To date: 107,652 

(50,726)) 
0 5,190 

10 Number of learners in 
primary schools or 
equivalent non-school-
based settings reached 
with USG education 
assistance (ES 1-3) 

Output Sex 0 0 

50,910 
(To date: 24,250 

(12,125)) 

98,670 
(To date: 50,869 

(25,189)) 
40,770 190,350 

3,090 
(To date: 40,488 

(20,131)) 

2,100 
(To date: 107,652 

(50,726)) 
30,720 35,910 

10b Number of public and 
private schools receiving 
USG assistance (ES 1-
50) 

Output Public/ 
Private 

Public: 0 0 To date: 968 To date: 2,283 TBD TBD 

Private: 0 0 To date: 1 To date: 1 TBD TBD 
Result 3.2: The adapted EGR program is implemented in MoEYS’s five special schools. 
11 Number of service 

providers trained who 
serve vulnerable persons 
(ES.4-2) 

Output Sex 
0 

Date: April 
2017 

9 
566 

(To date: 4,421 
(2,379) 

600 
(To date: 2,614 

(1,678)) 
200 1,375 

12 Number of vulnerable 
persons benefitting from 
USG-supported social 
services (ES.4-1) Output Sex 

0 
Date: April 

2017 
0 

2,823 
(To date: 3,132 

(1,566)) 

10,798 
(To date: 6,619 

(3,099)) 
7,285 20,906 

Indirect: 0 
Date: April 

2017 
0 (To date: 4,097 

(2,048)) 
(To date: 10,765 

(5,073))   

13 Number of students with 
disabilities assessed 
using adapted 
assessment methods 
(including from partner 
organizations and 
MoEYS)  

Output Sex 
0 

Date: April 
2017 

0 
30 

(To date: 96(61)) 
53 

(To date: 0) 173 173 
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 Indicator Type Disagg. Baseline 
Year 1 

(2017-18) 
Year 2 

(2018-19) 
Year 3 

(2019-20) 
Year 4 

(2020-21) 
Life of 
Project 

14 Number of USG-assisted 
organizations and/or 
service delivery systems 
that serve vulnerable 
persons strengthened 
(ES.4-3) 

Output Org 
Type 

0 
Date: April 

2017 
3 16 

(To date: 14) 
16 

(To date: 16) 
5 40 

Result 3.3: Strengthened education systems and support mechanisms that enable the MoEYS to scale up and implement the inclusive EGL program. 
15 Number of education 

administrators and 
officials who complete 
professional 
development activities 
with USG assistance 
(ES.1-12) 

Output Sex 
0 

Date: April 
2017 

20 858 
(To date: 456 (96)) 

858 
(To date: 471 (138)) 30 1120 

Result 3.4: Strengthened assessment systems that track student learning. 
16 Number of learners 

assessed using 
harmonized EGRA 
(including from partner 
organizations and 
MoEYS) 

Output Sex 
0 

Date: April 
2017 

2400 
5,616 

(To date:  
8,526 (4,261)) 

6,752 
(To date: 0) 1,696 16,464 

17 Number of MoEYS and 
partner organization staff 
trained on harmonized 
EGRA and/or adapted 
assessment for students 
with disabilities 

Output 
Sex, 
Org 

Type 

0 
Date: April 

2017 
30 30 

(To date:29) 
30 

(To date: 0) 30 120 

Result 3.5: Strengthened MoEYS capacity to effectively plan, manage, implement, and monitor inclusive early grade learning and develop relevant and responsive education 
policies for children with disabilities. 
18 Number of laws, policies, 

policy briefs, reports, 
regulations, or guidelines 
developed or modified to 
improve primary grade 
reading programs or 
increase equitable 
access 

Output Type 
0 

Date: April 
2017 

2 3 
(To date: 3) 

2 
(To date: 0) 2 9 
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 Indicator Type Disagg. Baseline 
Year 1 

(2017-18) 
Year 2 

(2018-19) 
Year 3 

(2019-20) 
Year 4 

(2020-21) 
Life of 
Project 

Increase early grade reading skills in Cambodia 
OI.4 Percent of grade 3 

students who 
demonstrate reading with 
comprehension on grade 
3 national exam* 

Outcome Sex 

Overall: 35% 
Girls: 32% 
Boys 38% 

(Date: 2015 
Nat’l 

Assessment) 

N/A TBD 
 TBD  

TBD 
(pending 
updated 
baseline) 

OI.5 Percent of learners who 
demonstrate reading 
fluency and 
comprehension of grade-
level text at the end of 
grade 2 with USG 
assistance (ES.1-1) 

Outcome Sex  

Baseline 
Overall: 11% 

Girls: 14% 
Boys: 8% 

5% over updated 
baseline8 

10% over 
updated 
baseline 

 

10% over 
updated 
baseline 

 

OI.6 Percent of learners who 
demonstrate reading 
fluency and 
comprehension of grade-
level text at the end of 
primary school (or grade 
6, whichever comes 
sooner) with USG 
assistance (ES.1-2)9 

Outcome Sex 

Overall: 41% 
Girls: 48% 
Boys 32% 

(Date: 2016 
Nat’l 

Assessment) 

N/A N/A 

TBD 
(next scheduled 
Grade 6 National 

Assessment) 

  

OI.7 Percent of teachers 
receiving the EGL 
intervention who reach 
Level 2 or higher during 
year of implementation of 
teacher training and 
coaching10 

Outcome Sex April 2017 
0 0 

15% 
(To date: 67% 

(305/457)) 

TBD 
(To date: 61% 

(542/887)) 
TBD TBD 

 
8 New targets to be submitted with revised MEL Plan 
9 Indicator OI.6 will not be used as a measure of program performance as no students who benefitted from improved instruction will have reached grade 6 by 2020–2021. 
10 Targets for OI.7 in 2020-2021 to be proposed in the next MEL Plan revision.  
** These numbers are based on the USAID–GPE collaboration, supporting the MoEYS to roll out the national program. The total number of unique direct beneficiaries would be roughly 95,000 students, and unique indirect 
beneficiaries would be approximately 190,000 students. The unique count does not double count students who would benefit from program interventions for more than one year (i.e., it counts them the first year their school 
receives support, but then only estimates the number of new enrollees in each school during the second year of support). 
*** Includes children accessing/downloads of e-books, made available through collaboration under the project. 
**** No indicator, but this is a contribution through deliverables to Indicator 1 
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***** Measuring the success of public and private resources and services strengthening will be captured and measured as part of OI.2. 
+ Year 3 and Year 4 are currently not included in the contract for implementation of All Children Reading–Cambodia. However, we have made estimates of the reach of the project if implementation is continued to be supported 
in 2019–2020 and 2020–2021 based on the rollout plan as included in the GPE-3 submission and the available data for the concerned provinces. 
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Annex C: Timeline of Activities from FY2020 Annual Work Plan 

 
FY20 Q1 FY20 Q2 FY20 Q3 FY20 Q4 

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep 
Result 1: The MoEYS has the tools to improve inclusive, evidenced-based 
early grade literacy instruction                         
Sub-Result 1.1: The student and teacher resources and materials necessary 
for an inclusive evidence-based literacy program for upper pre-school, 
grade 1, and grade 2 are developed                         
1.1.1 Work with MoEYS and NGO partners to create the remaining core 
instructional materials for grade 2, semester 2                   
1.1.2 Create cross-curricular reading materials and leveled reading books for 
grade 2                    
1.1.3 Update the grade 1, semester 2 TLM following the first year of 
implementation                   
1.1.4 Make final revisions to grade 1 TLM, semester 1                   
1.1.5 Make final revisions to grade 2 TLM, semester 1                   
1.1.6 Make final revisions to pre-school TLM                    
1.1.7 Work with the MoEYS on handover and storage of final files and printing 
specifications for all TLM                    
Sub-Result 1.2: The training content and materials, coaching, and teacher 
support tools necessary for the implementation of the inclusive evidence-
based literacy program for upper pre-school, grade 1, and grade 2 are 
developed                          
1.2.1 Assist the MoEYS in creating the grade 2 teacher professional development 
materials, incorporating inclusive education strategies (for remaining workshops)                      
1.2.2 Continue to refine tools and resources for training and supporting teachers 
for grade 1                    
1.2.3 Continue to refine tools and resources for training and supporting teachers 
for pre-school                         
1.2.4 Develop a report on classroom-based student learning assessment                  
1.2.5 Continue to develop disability screening tools, guidelines, and materials on 
processes for referral, and related training                        
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FY20 Q1 FY20 Q2 FY20 Q3 FY20 Q4 

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep 
Sub-Result 1.3: Pre-service Khmer language modules on teaching and 
assessment in primary grades are developed                         
1.3.1 Assist the MoEYS to develop pre-service modules for 12+4 - Khmer 
language teaching in lower primary                  
1.3.2 Assist the MoEYS to develop pre-service modules for 12+4 - Upper primary                         
1.3.3 Assist the MoEYS to develop pre-service modules for 12+4 - Assessment in 
Khmer language education                   
1.3.4 Assist the MoEYS to develop pre-service training materials for 12+2 for 
lower primary Khmer language (including assessment)                         
Sub-Result 1.4: Adapted versions of materials for use with students with 
visual or auditory disabilities are developed                         
1.4.1 Develop braille versions of early grade Khmer materials for use in special 
schools                    
1.4.2 Develop adapted versions of early grade Khmer materials for use with 
children learning in CSL, for use in special schools and/or other settings                       
1.4.3 Large print "easy-to-read" versions of student supplementary materials are 
developed to support students with low-vision, who are hard of hearing, or have 
unidentified difficulties with learning                    
1.4.4 Video versions of cross-curricular reading books with CSL and audio are 
developed                     
Result 2: Strengthened partnerships that promote collaboration, 
coordination, and synergies between partners supporting inclusive early 
grade learning                         
Sub-Result 2.1: Enhanced coordination and communication among the 
MoEYS’s implementing partners                         
2.1.1 Maintain mechanisms for continued coordination and communication                         
2.1.2 Continue to support the use of harmonized EGRA tools among the 
MoEYS’s implementing partners                   
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FY20 Q1 FY20 Q2 FY20 Q3 FY20 Q4 

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep 
Sub-Result 2.2: The adoption of the MoEYS EGL program by other actors, 
including NGOs and DPs, is promoted                         
2.2.1 Provide assistance to NGOs or other organizations interested in using the 
EGR package in schools and communities that they support                         
Sub-Result 2.3: Increased engagement with parents and caregivers, 
community members, and the private sector to promote inclusive early 
grade learning                          
2.3.1 Finalize a detailed work plan for partnership and communications activities 
in collaboration with the MoEYS                 
2.3.2 Promote visibility of and mobilize support for the MoEYS inclusive EGR 
program among families, schools, MoEYS staff, NGOs, and the private sector                         
2.3.3 Promote attitudes and behaviors that increase access to quality early grade 
literacy education for children with disabilities                         
Sub-Result 2.4: Strengthened public and private resources and services to 
support the scale-up of the inclusive EGL program and in particular the 
literacy component                         
2.4.1 Cultivate and engage private-sector and resource partners to increase the 
resource envelope available to support EGR at scale                          

Result 3: The MoEYS is supported to develop and implement a plan for 
piloting and scaling up a coordinated and harmonized, inclusive, evidence-
based MoEYS national EGL program that is feasible, practical, and scalable 

                        

Sub-Result 3.1: The EGL program is implemented with direct support from 
the project (materials, training, and coaching) in at least two provinces to 
improve instruction and student outcomes                         
3.1.1 Work with the MoEYS to support the implementation of the pilot of the early 
grade literacy program in Kampong Thom Province, with some support to Siem 
Reap Province                         
3.1.2 Work with the MoEYS to support the implementation of the literacy program 
in Kampot Province, with some support to the new GPE-funded provinces                          
3.1.3 Support implementation in practice schools in Phnom Penh and 
Battambang for TEC students to gain exposure and experience                         
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FY20 Q1 FY20 Q2 FY20 Q3 FY20 Q4 

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep 
3.1.4 Support implementation in Kep (USAID funded) and a third round of 
provinces (using the MoEYS and other funding sources)                    
3.1.5 Support implementation of the EGR in PTTCs (and connected practice 
schools) across the country                    
3.1.6 Pilot strategies that schools and their communities can use to assure 
greater access to education for children with disabilities                         
Sub-Result 3.2: The adapted EGR program is implemented in the MoEYS’s 
five special schools                         
3.2.1 Train and support teachers in five special schools                          
Sub-Result 3.3: Strengthened education systems and support mechanisms 
that enable the MoEYS to scale up and implement the inclusive EGL 
program                         
3.3.1 Continue to build the capacity of MoEYS colleagues working on curriculum, 
student and teacher materials, and teacher professional development materials                         
3.3.2 Continue to develop the capacity of provincial and district offices of 
education and PTTC colleagues involved in teacher training and ongoing teacher 
support                         
3.3.3 Assure the participation of MoEYS colleagues at all levels in regular, 
ongoing reflection and learning regarding program implementation                         
Sub-Result 3.4: Strengthened assessment systems that track student 
learning                         
3.4.1 Support EQAD to analyze and present the results of grade 3 national 
assessments                     
3.4.2 Provide some limited support to EQAD with the planning and execution of 
the grade 6 national assessment data collection, analysis, and presentation of 
results                      
3.4.3 Support the MoEYS and partners to develop and use tools that can assess 
the literacy skills of children with disabilities (adapted EGRA)                          
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FY20 Q1 FY20 Q2 FY20 Q3 FY20 Q4 

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep 
Sub-Result 3.5: Strengthened MoEYS capacity to effectively plan, manage, 
implement, and monitor inclusive early grade learning and develop relevant 
and responsive education policies for children with disabilities                         
3.5.1 Continue to support the development and implementation of an EGR 
National Action Plan including a costed scale-up plan                       
3.5.2 Contribute evidence to inform the development of the MoEYS’s inclusive 
EGL policies and strategies                         
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